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Sullivan Family Ag
Problem: As a farmer, how can I digitize my grain operations from
the field all the way through to payment, with access to real time
data for my whole team?
Solution: Mike Sullivan of Sullivan Family Ag chose Waypath to be
sure he and his team could access their grain data from anywhere
at any time. Waypath is enabling the commitment Sullivan Family
Ag has made to digitizing their farm and business operations. With
Waypath Mike and his team can now:
Manage their harvest activities in the field with the Waypath
mobile app
Track grain loads from field to sale and payment
Save time, reduce duplication and minimize errors
Calculate field profitability
Make informed decisions on the go, backed by real time data
Create reports for multiple users, including landlords
Plan confidently for future seasons.

SULLIVAN FAMILY AG
Spanning almost 20,000 acres, Sullivan Family Ag is a large

THE CHALLENGE
A farmer for almost 40 years, Mike has
seen the ups and downs of life on the
land. Agriculture is an unpredictable
industry and for Mike, a successful
farming operation is not just about
reducing expenses to ensure ongoing
profitability, but about analysing what
has or hasn’t worked and making
changes accordingly. “Farming in the
21st century is about being proactive,”
says Mike. “We need to look at a whole
range of data across the operation and
use that data to make decisions about
how we farm. We can no longer afford
to wait until next harvest to change
the way we do things if we want to
stay ahead of the curve.”
Ryan agrees, “It’s 2020 now and we’ve
been managing multi-million dollar
operations with a spreadsheet! It’s just
not logical; we need to farm more like
a business, especially in today’s
economic environment.”

farming group with significant on-farm storage in north east
Arkansas, United States. Heading up the operation is Mike
Sullivan, who along with his team of 30, produces over 1.5 million
bushels of rice, 500,000 bushels of corn and 500,000 bushels of
soybeans annually.
Mike works closely with Ryan Moore, an agricultural data
consultant based in Little Rock, Arkansas, who manages the
Sullivan Family Ag data centre.

Mike and Ryan wanted a digital
application that would be easy to
implement and the whole farming
team could use so they could:
manage the business confidently
out in the field, from the office or
even off farm
make more informed operational
decisions, and
accurately report to stakeholders.
Sullivan Family Ag spans a number of
different properties across north east
Arkansas, and Mike needs to provide
detailed production reports to the
owners regularly. “Our landlords need
details on everything from
agronomics and inputs, to yield
analytics and field profitability,” says
Mike. “Pulling reports together
manually is incredibly time consuming
and prone to human error due to all
the data transposing we end up doing
- we need a better solution.”

Mike Sullivan (left) has been farming for 37 years. His son. Ryan is the fifth generation to join the family farm

Ryan agrees. "It's 2020 now and we've

WHY WAYPATH?
The ability to draw on accurate and relevant data was at the core
of Sullivan Family Ag’s decision to use Waypath. “You can’t manage
what you can’t measure,” says Ryan. “Pen and paper could only
take us so far in terms of analytics.” “I also quickly realised there
was no ‘silver bullet’ in terms of farm management and that in
order to analyse data across all aspects of our farming operations,
we’d need to develop a ‘tech stack’ we could build on and add to
over time.”
A farming tech stack is the suite of technologies used to capture
data across different aspects of the farming operations such as
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With just a few clicks, Mike is also able to provide his landlords with production reports and load summaries
prior to payment.
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RYAN MOORE,
DATA
CONSULTANT

“Working with Waypath has given us an unprecedented level of data granularity,” says Mike. “It’s really changed
the way we operate, how we make decisions and how we communicate with our stakeholders. We’re really
looking forward to working with Waypath for next harvest and beyond. They’re always releasing new features
and so the product just gets better and better.”
Download the Waypath app today to get access to a demo version so you can see how Waypath can benefit you
and your farm: www.agridigital.io/products/waypath. Or reach out to us at hello@agridigital.io and we will be
happy to call you and arrange a live demo session for you and your team.
Waypath is grown by the team at AgriDigital, a global leader in grain supply chain technology and finance
solutions. For more information about AgriDigital go to www.agridigital.io/aboutus and find out how we are
making grain supply chains easy.

Waypath is grown by the team at AgriDigital, a global leader in commodity management technology and finance solutions for the
grains and cotton industries.
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